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Executive Summary 

The purpose of this report is to present the 2018/19 Annual Report regarding Community 
Asset Transfer (CAT) and Participation Requests (PR) to the Youth, Equalities and 
Empowerment Committee. Section 95 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 
2015 requires every relevant authority to publish an annual report setting out the number 
of asset transfer requests received and their outcomes. 
 

Recommendations 
 
The Youth, Equalities and Empowerment Committee is recommended to:- 
 
(1) note the numbers of; asset transfer requests, requests agreed or refused, for 

requests agreed, whether they resulted in transfer of ownership, lease or conferral of 
other rights, number of appeals, and number of decisions made by the Council that 
have been reviewed and the level of capacity building support being provided to 
groups and organisations engaged in the process; 
 

(2) note the publication of the annual report; and 
 

(3) agree to support the priority approaches and actions outlined in Appendix 2 of this 
report to promote the use of asset transfer requests and support community asset 
transfer bodies to make requests. 

 

The Plan for North Lanarkshire 

Priority  All priorities 

Ambition statement (19) Improve engagement with communities and develop their 
capacity to help themselves 



1. Background 
 
1.1 The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 came in to force in July 2015. 

The Act requires the Council to engage in partnership with communities and the 

community and voluntary sector to deliver effective services in order to meet local 

need. Community Asset Transfer (CAT) is covered under part 5 of the Act.  

Participation Requests (PR) are covered under Part 3 of the Act. The Council’s 

Corporate Community Empowerment Working Group develops and oversees 

processes to ensure delivery in the following ways:- 

 to empower community bodies through the ownership of land and buildings and 

strengthen their voices in the decisions that matter to them;  

 to focus on achieving outcomes and improving the process of community 

empowerment in line with The Plan for North Lanarkshire; and 

 to operationally manage the CAT and PR policies as agreed at the February 

2017 P&R committee through development of robust internal processes to 

support communities. 

 

A sub group of the Corporate Community Empowerment Working Group has 

developed a scoring methodology process which will inform the final decision on 

Community Asset Transfer requests. 

 
 

2. Report 
 
2.1 Community Asset Transfer 
 
2.1.1 Transfer of Ownership 
 
 Since the publication of the first annual report covering the period of 31st March 2018, 

the total number of enquires has increased from 47 to 53. There are 2 organisations 
who have successfully completed full transfer of ownership, these are:- 

 

 Kirkshaws Neighbourhood Centre - October 2018 
 

 Glenboig Development Trust - December 2018 
 
 The Getting Better Together (GBT) Health Living Centre Shotts was expected to 

complete the title transfer for the Springhill Hall before the end of 2018. However, due 
to ongoing legal negotiations, this transfer has not yet fully completed. 

  
 Discussions are still ongoing with Glasgow Wood Recycling Organisation regarding a 

12 month pilot at the vacant Westfield Recycling Facility. The organisation has also 
met with North Lanarkshire’s Working to look at opportunities for work placements. 
The potential for this project to progress by the end of August is currently being 
assessed by the Council.  

 
2.1.2 Leases 
 
  There are 22 organisations currently in discussion with the Council regarding a lease. 

Others are still developing their capacity to take on the responsibility and are being 
supported. 

 



2.1.3 Summary of Enquiries 
 
 Table 1 below summarises the enquiries received between 31st March 2018 and 1st 

April 2019, full details are set out in Appendix 1. 
 

Table 1 Community Asset Transfer Numbers as at 1st April 2019 
 

Status Numbers 
 

Successful outcome/complete 
 

10 (2 full transfer, 8 lease) 

Not progressing or unsuccessful 
 

7 

Outstanding lease agreements 
 

8 

Outstanding CAT Requests 
 

1 

Participation Requests 
 

5 

Early enquiries/pre-application stage 
 

22 

Total 53 

 
2.1.4 Capacity Building Support 
 

A number of groups and organisations are receiving on support to further develop 
their capacity.  This can be resource intensive. However, the council is committed to 
ensuring that it does not transfer the burden of property or land to an organisation 
who do not have the capacity or long term sustainability to make the transfer work for 
the community. 

 
  An Online Portal has been established to support the process of submitting both CAT 

and Participation Requests and will be live from August 2019. Currently most of the 
Council’s enquiries come through the following sources; Council services, the 
Council’s Community Asset Transfer and Participation Web Page, Councillors, MSP 
and MPs. 

 
 An interactive list of council properties has been published on the Council’s website. 

This enables people and community organisations to search for property in specific 
areas.  Following a period of consultation, the Common Good Register is now also 
available on the council website. 

 
2.2 Participation Requests 
 
 Part 3 of the Act (Participation Request) focuses on extending and improving 

outcomes for communities. It is the legislation that enables communities to request 
participation in decisions and processes which are aimed at improving outcomes for 
them.  

 
The Glasgow Wood Recycling request is recognised as a Participation Request.  
This organisation is working in partnership with the Council to take over the Westfield 
Recycling site to improve access for communities to wood recycling services.  This 
includes the potential to employ local people as part of the North Lanarkshire’s 
Working initiative. 



2.3 Improvement Plan 

 
Building on the progress to date in implementing the Community Asset Transfer and 

Participation Requests improvement plan, a key area of focus is ensuring that the 

process moves at an appropriate pace.  In order to achieve this, the work plan 

includes:-  

 approval for a clear decision making process based on a robust assessment 

criteria; 

 as part of the community asset mapping process approved as part of the 

communities work plan, the development of a more targeted approach to CAT 

proactively identifying and marketing opportunities for community ownership in 

support of wider economic regeneration and capital investment across North 

Lanarkshire;  

 improved reporting on CAT and Participation Requests that, in addition to 

meeting statutory requirements, promotes a focus on the best outcome and 

approach to fit the needs of a particular community group and the wider 

community it represents; 

 ensuring that the CAT and Participation Request requirements are embedded in 

the Working with Communities Framework;    

 raising awareness and shared understanding of participation and community 

ownership opportunities for improved outcomes with communities, elected 

members and ensuring organisational capacity to effectively support delivery; 

and  

 promotion and further development of the online portal to ensure that, where 

possible, digital approaches are used in line with the aims of Digital NL. 

A full copy of the improvement plan is included in Appendix 2. 
 

 
3. Equality and Diversity 
 
3.1 Fairer Scotland  

 
Individual Community Asset Transfer and Participation Requests are subject to an 
integrated Fairer Scotland/Equality Impact Assessment. 

 
3.2 Equality Impact Assessment  

 
No equality impact assessment was required in respect of the subject of this report. 

   
 

4. Implications 
 
4.1 Financial Impact  

 
The financial implications of Community Asset Transfer and Participation Requests 
will be considered as part of the assessment process undertaken for each formal 
request 

   
  



4.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact 
 

The Participation Requests and Community Asset Transfer process has been 
implemented in accordance with its statutory duties as outlined in the Community 
Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 and the Asset Transfer under the Community 
Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 Guidance for relevant Authorities 
 
The Participation Requests and Community Asset Transfer process assists the 
council to deliver on key equalities duties. In Particular, the policy furthers the public 
sector equality duties to advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations. An 
Equalities Impact Assessment has been undertaken in respect of the CAT policy. No 
concerns have been highlighted as a result of the assessment. 

   
4.3 Environmental Impact 
 
 The Participation Requests and Community Asset Transfer process also supports the 

council’s capacity to meet the requirements of the Climate Challenge (Scotland) act 
2009 public sector duties. 

 
4.4 Risk Impact 
 
  None anticipated. 
 

 
5. Measures of success 
 
5.1 Number of Successful Participation and CAT requests 
 
5.2 Number of community groups and organisations engaged in Participation and CAT 

requests 
 
5.3 Level of satisfaction with Participation and CAT requests 
 

 
6. Supporting documents 
 
6.1 Appendix 1 – Current Delivery Model Overview of Progress 
 
6.2 Appendix 2 – Improvement Plan 
  
 

 
 
 
 

 
Lizanne McMurrich 
Head of Communities 



Appendix 1 

Community Asset Transfer and Participation Requests 

Current Delivery Model – Overview of Progress 

Engagement with Organisations Arising from Community Asset Transfer or Participation Request Enquiries  

1. Successful Outcome/Complete 
 

Organisation/group  
 

Asset /Service Outcome  Any Outstanding Action  

Cumbernauld Rugby Club  
 

Cumbernauld Rugby Field Lease in place  N/A  

Glenboig Community 
Development Trust - Lease 

Glenboig Park Lease in place  N/A 

Greengairs Community Council  Greengairs Hall Extension to lease agreed  N/A  

Motherwell Veterans Café Craigneuk Regeneration Centre Lease in place (subject to remedial 
repairs) 

Lease in place (subject to remedial 
repairs) 

Glenboig Community 
Development Trust 

Glenboig Community Centre  Title transfer complete Dec 2018 N/A  

Kirkshaws Neighbourhood Trust  Kirkshaws Neighbourhood Title transfer complete Oct 2018 N/A 

St Andrews Hospice  Former Works Depot  Title transfer complete  N/A  

Jump Gymnastics  
 

Gymnastics Academy, Broadwood Initially group wanted to take on lease, 
this coincided with a review of the use of 
the facility.  This resulted in a partnership 
agreement for Jump with Culture and 
Leisure NL 

N/A  

GBT Shotts -Lease Springhill Centre Lease in place until CAT is concluded N/A 

Northern Corridor Volunteers Land on Lorne Ave Lease agreed N/A 

 

 

 

Version: 001 
Date: 3 July 2019  



2. Not Progressing or Unsuccessful 
 

Organisation/group  Asset /Service Outcome  Update on Progress and any 
Challenges  

Burnsbank Boys Club  
 

Old Bowling Club , Whifflet Park  Land is Common Good – not progressed  N/A  

Deaf Services Lanarkshire  Whifflet Centre  Not progressing under CAT process as the 
group are unable to sustain payment of 
lease costs. 

Group are looking at options 
around lease of other premises  

Coltness Boxing and Bowling Club  Coltness Community Centre  Group ceased to exist and centre now on 
demolition list  

N/A  

Lanarkshire Deaf Club  Daisy Park Centre  Council owns building but not land so 
unable to progress 

Council owns building but not land 
so unable to progress  

Mac Martial Arts  
 

Coltness Community Centre  Centre now on demolition list N/A  

ABC Group 
 
 

Sports field Bellshill 
 

Lease request now submitted, awaiting 
business plan from the group  

Awaiting head of terms to assess if 
the group are likely to be able to 
afford the lease amount. The group 
were not in contact for over 6 
months so nothing has been 
progressed to confirm funding or 
the cost of lease.  

M4UML2  M4UML2 Building Wishaw Extension to lease with lower rate, working 
towards full CAT 

Agree options and progress to 
lease. Group has decided not to 
pursue.  

 

  



3. Outstanding Lease Agreements 
 

Organisation/group  Asset /Service Preferred Outcome  Update on Progress and 
any Challenges  

Likely Outcome (if known) or Next 
Steps  

African Collaborative Working 
Group 
 

Jerviston Community 
Centre 
 

10 year lease with break 
clauses to support the 
group who are new to 
managing assets   

Lease request now 
submitted  
 

Awaiting head of terms to assess if 
the group are likely to be able to 
afford the lease amount. Group are 
in discussion with North Lanarkshire 
Properties regarding the terms of 
the lease. 

Dunbeth Park Utd  Dunbeth Park  Lease.  Area requested is 
Common Good. Initial 
request refused but the 
group have submitted a 
further request 

Request cannot be granted as per 
Legal advice and Common Good 
Land Restrictions  

Muddy Adventures Orbiston Bing  Long term lease  10 year lease approved 
committee Feb 2018  

North Lanarkshire Properties are 
pursuing completion of the lease 
agreement. Group have not been in 
touch with Property for over 6 
months 

Focus Youth Project Youth Centre  Amendment to existing 
lease to expand area that 
they use  

Ongoing discussion with 
North Lanarkshire 
Properties to agree  

Finalise terms of lease extension and 
discuss/agree with group   

Harthill Senior Citizens Hall 
Committee  

Harthill Senior Citizens 
Hall 

10 year lease (previously 
annual lease) 

10 year lease approved North Lanarkshire Properties are 
pursuing completion of the lease 
agreement 

RASCALS (Enable) Unspecified 
Community Centre  

Long term lease preferred 
but would be prepared to 
consider full CAT  

Initial request under 
discussion with Culture 
and Leisure NL to look at 
options  

Agree options and progress to lease 
offer  

Airdrie and Coatbridge Sea 
Cadets  

Airdrie and Coatbridge 
Sea Cadets Hall  

Lease with peppercorn 
rent  

Rent agreement in place 
subject to final 
arrangements   

Finalise agreement  



Coatbridge Indoor Bowling club 
 
 
 

Coatbridge Indoor 
Bowling Club 

Extension to their current 
lease agreed, working 
towards full CAT 

Club wish to pursue 
either 50% discount on 
Lease rate or Full 
Community Asset 
Transfer. Group is seeking 
a 50% discount on the 
price for a full CAT. 

Request requires to be formally 
scored to complete the CAT process. 

     

4. Outstanding Full CAT Requests 
 

Organisation/group  Asset /Service Preferred Outcome  Update on Progress and 
any Challenges  

Likely Outcome (if known) or Next 
Steps  

Getting Better Together (GBT) 
Shotts 
 

Springhill Hall  Community Asset 
Transfer  

Hall currently under lease 
to the group until CAT 
completed.  Transfer 
approved and terms 
accepted. Awaiting final 
transfer of funds and 
completion of legal 
process 

Full CAT following legal transfer and 
completion of legal process.  

 

5. Participation Request/Alternative Participation Process 
 

Organisation/group  Asset /Service Outcome Achieved or 
Preferred Outcome  

Update on Progress and any Challenges  

RASCALS (Enable) TBC/ Community 
Engagement 

Participation Request to 
agree positive outcome in 
providing holiday 
provision for children and 
young people with severe 
and complex needs  

Ongoing discussion with the Council, Culture and Leisure NL 
(CLNL) to agree options to develop services to improve 
opportunities and accessible facilities for children and young 
people with severe and complex needs.  

Glasgow Wood Recycling 
Initiative  

Westfield Recycling 
Initiative  

Participation Request  Progressing subject to licencing agreements. Organisation is 
currently working on their business plan and are in discussion 
with Zero Waste Scotland to identify funding opportunities. 



5. Participation Request/Alternative Participation Process 
 

Organisation/group  Asset /Service Outcome Achieved or 
Preferred Outcome  

Update on Progress and any Challenges  

Croy Bowling Club  Croy Bowling Club  Looking to resolve access 
and parking issues in 
order that the club can be 
used as a community 
Hub.  

Ongoing discussion with club. Cannot progress until land 
ownership issues are resolved. 

Balloch Eastfield FC Eastfield Pitches  Group want priority use 
of pitch with larger 
secure container for 
changing and fencing for 
security  

Ongoing discussions with group and Culture and Leisure NL to 
agree solution. 

Stepps Hockey Pitch and 
development of sports and 
leisure opportunities across the 
Northern Corridor 

Stepps Hockey Pitch Initial meeting held 
between CLNL, local 
councillor and local 
residents to consider 
partnership working 
opportunities  

CLNL agreed to work with group to develop a plan 

 

6. Early Enquiries/Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) Stage 
 

Organisation/group  
 

Asset /Service Preferred Outcome  Update on Progress and any Challenges  

Carbrain Community Council  
 

Wallbrae Rooms  Lease  Initial discussion with group only. Interest from other groups 
locally. 

Airdrie Scout Group Mount Pleasant 
Community Centre 

Lease  Initial discussion with group but no further contact from them on 
receiving cost of lease.  

Coltness and Craigneuk Football 
Clubs  

Land on North 
Dryburgh Rd and 
behind St Patricks 
Church Craigneuk  

Lease  Initial discussion with group to assess capacity and feasibility. No 
further contact from the Clubs  

Cumbernauld Cottage Trust  Cumbernauld Theatre  Full CAT  Currently in the process of carrying out a feasibility study and 
options appraisal. Group requested a valuation of the building. 
The group has been advised that the assumption of value is £50K 

Hope for Autism  Not yet identified  Not yet identified  Initial discussion with group only. No further action required. 



6. Early Enquiries/Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) Stage 
 

Organisation/group  
 

Asset /Service Preferred Outcome  Update on Progress and any Challenges  

Yett Farm F.C  Newarthill Pitches  Lease  Initial discussion with group only. No further action required. 

Pat Bannon Boxing Club  Coatbridge Sports 
Centre  

Lease  Initial discussion with group only. Recently met with members of 
the club who want to prepare a business case for taking over the 
Janet Hamilton Centre. 

Pretty Unique Boutique  Not yet identified but 
looking for alternative 
premises  

Lease  Initial discussion with group only. No further action required. 

Reeltime Music  Not yet identified but 
looking for alternative 
premises 

Lease  Group referred for capacity building support. A couple of building 
options offered but geographically they don’t meet the needs of 
the organisation 

Helping Hands Soup Kitchen  Currently occupying 
part of Whifflet 
Centre. Not yet agreed 
preferred outcome 
but looking for 
alternative premises 

Accommodation to 
deliver services as current 
facility is not fit for 
purpose   

Group referred for capacity building support. Group are receiving 
support from Voluntary Action North Lanarkshire (VANL). 
Property are re engaging with them about the lease. 

North Lanarkshire Sports Centre Land at Watling St Initially looking for lease 
and working towards CAT  

Initial discussion with group to support them. Potential that land 
is required for nursery provision. No further contact from the 
group  

Kirkwood Health and Inclusion 
Centre 

Kirkwood Sports Barn Community aspiration to 
take on lease for 
community benefit  

New community group established to take on building 
Building requires significant work.  

Airdrie and Coatbridge Islamic 
Centre  
Martial Arts Group  

Old Monkland  
Community Centre  

2 enquiries to take on 
lease.  

Initial discussion only. Both groups requested to submit PQQ. 
Completed form awaited. 

Garnkirk FC  Stepps Hockey Field  Partnership with Culture 
and Leisure NL for priority 
booking 

Initial discussion with group only. Recently brought together a 
group of interested organisations including CLNL to discuss the 
potential for developing partnership to improve access to sports 
and activity across the Northern Corridor 

Northern Corridor Community 
Volunteers  

Pivot Community 
Centre Garden 

Agreement to use unused 
space owned by Council 
for community benefit 
and environmental 
projects  

Initial discussion with group and North Lanarkshire Properties 
only to look at potential for low cost lease.  



6. Early Enquiries/Pre-Qualification Questionnaire (PQQ) Stage 
 

Organisation/group  
 

Asset /Service Preferred Outcome  Update on Progress and any Challenges  

Bellshill Men’s Shed Request for additional 
space in the building 
they currently lease 

Not yet determined Property are in discussion with the group and will advise when 
the building becomes surplus. 

Airdrie Parish Church Glenmavis Community 
Centre 

Not yet determined Initial meeting held with the church to discuss their enquiry. 

New Group Palacerigg Park Groups being developed  
To consider the 
development of a city 
farm or animal area 
within the park run and 
operated by a 3rd sector 
organisation 

Meeting held at the park to look at options. 

New Gardening Group including 
Craigneuk T&R Association 

Land behind houses in 
Craigneuk  

Enquiry about land.  Land ownership being checked. 

Andy Chessworth Taekwondo 
Club 

Caldercruix 
Community Centre 

Lease enquiry for this 
centre 

To be discussed as part of the Asset Management/Open Spaces 
Strategy. 

Cumbernauld Colts Ravenswood Football 
Pitches 

Lease enquiry To be discussed as part of the Asset Management/Open Spaces 
Strategy. 

Gordon Anderson  Kilsyth 
Community Football Club  

Blaes pitch at Burn 
Green Park 

Lease Enquiry To be discussed as part of the Asset Management/Open Spaces 
Strategy. 

 



Appendix 2 

Community Asset Transfer and Participation Requests 

Improvement Plan – Summary 

1. Priorities 

Building on the progress to date in implementing the Community Asset Transfer and 

Participation Request improvement plan, a key area of focus is ensuring that the process 

moves at an appropriate pace.  In order to achieve this, the work plan includes:-  

 approval for a clear decision making process based on a robust assessment criteria; 

 as part of the community asset mapping process approved as part of the communities 

work plan, the development of a more targeted approach to CAT proactively identifying 

and marketing opportunities for community ownership in support of wider economic 

regeneration and capital investment across North Lanarkshire;  

 improved reporting on CAT and Participation Requests that, in addition to meeting 

statutory requirements, promotes a focus on the best outcome and approach to fit the 

needs of a particular community group and the wider community it represents; 

 ensuring that the CAT and Participation Request requirements are embedded in the 

Working with Communities Framework;    

 raising awareness and shared understanding of participation and community ownership 

opportunities for improved outcomes with communities, elected members and ensuring 

organisational capacity to effectively support delivery; and  

 promotion and further development of the online portal to ensure that where possible 

digital approaches are used in line with the aims of Digital NL. 

 

2. Decision Making and Assessment  

A Community Participation Assessment Panel has been established made up of senior 
officers from:- 

 

 Financial Solutions  

 Communities Team  

 Legal and Democratic Solutions  

 Estates/property  
 
Other officers with specialist knowledge may be required to participate as required 
dependant on the nature of the request and applicant organisation.    
 
Recognising the aspiration to ensure that process is not overly complicated for communities 
and flexible enough to allow decisions that proactively support the economic regeneration 
of North Lanarkshire, the purpose of the panel is to ensure assessment of key aspects of 
CAT and Participation Requests based on the following criterion:- 

 

 organisational capacity to manage the asset or deliver an agreed outcome;  

 ensuring that the aims of the request supports the delivery of the strategic ambition set 
out in the Plan for North Lanarkshire and does not present any significant risk to the 
organisation; and 

 identified community need and support for the proposal. 
 

In particular the panel will be responsible for assessing CAT requests against a proposed 
scoring criteria. The validity of the CAT request will be based on an assessment of:-  

 

 cost and benefit to the council; 

 benefits to the local community referred to as  ‘Community Benefit’; 



 how the ‘Community Benefit’ weighs up against potential cost, if any, to the council; 

 sustainability of the proposal in the event that the Council agrees with the request; and 

 minimising the risk of challenge through Appeal to the Scottish Ministers. 
 
The group must submit evidence and documentation with their application including a full 
business plan. Similarly where it is deemed that in the interests of the community that an 
asset should remain in Council ownership, a clear business case justifying this decision 
must be produced. 
 
Based on agreed criteria, the panel will undertake a detailed assessment of CAT requests.  
The Executive Director (Enterprise and Communities), the Head of Communities and Head 
of Asset and Procurement Solutions will be provided with a detailed assessment of the 
application, any supplementary information, the recommended decision and any proposed 
discount to be applied based on social impact and community benefit. Any decision 
approved at this stage will be considered by the relevant committee and implemented 
through the appropriate operational process. 

 
3. Pace - CAT lite 
 

It is proposed that a ‘lighter touch’ approach is developed to ensure that lease agreements 
with community groups recorded under the CAT process can, organisational capacity 
permitting, be progressed as a quick and efficient option for community empowerment     

 
4. Targeted approach  
 
4.1 Marketing of Available Assets 
 

The Council is subject to CAT Requests for any properties within its ownership and has a 
statutory obligation to respond supportively to such requests. In addition to publicising a list 
of Council assets, there is merit in considering a more proactive and targeted approach to 
CAT and Participation Requests in line with strategic priorities around Inclusive Growth. For 
example, properties with potential to become surplus through the Economic Regeneration 
Delivery or Asset Rationalisation processes present a clear opportunity to engage 
proactively with community groups and organisations to agree use or disposal in line with 
community aspiration. There may be some instances where a group can progress through 
the CAT process quickly (FastTrack) where:-  

  

 a local community group or organisation is already considering CAT as an option in or 
around the location of the identified potential surplus property; and/or 

  

 a key community anchor organisations exists with a proven track record in managing 
assets and delivering services to ensure that a property that has the potential to 
become surplus can continue to be used for community benefit as part of the wider 
economic regeneration of an area; and/or 

 

 where the transfer of the asset is beneficial in supporting the achievement of The Plan 
for North Lanarkshire ambitions.  

 
This would apply where only 1 community group has expressed an interest and meets 
criteria. Where there is more than one interested party the full process would need to be 
followed. It is worth noting that failure to follow procedures that meet the guidance and 
timescales for CAT requests set our through the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 
2015 could result in referral to Scottish Ministers who can enforce or overturn decisions 
locally.    

 
The Head of Communities will work with the Head of Strategic Communications and the 
Head of Asset and Procurement Solutions on a campaign for launch in the autumn. 



5. Awareness Raising and Communication  
 

An online portal has been established to ensure that clear and consistent information is 
accessible to communities to support their participation. In line with Digital NL, the aim is to 
develop a comprehensive portal that will in most cases sufficiently support community 
groups to self - assess their suitability for CAT and Participation Requests online and direct 
them to appropriate support accordingly. Further work is required to develop a corporate 
communication and information approach taking into consideration:-   

 

 clear understanding and promotion of support available to communities;  

 better alignment of mapping systems and asset and property registers to assist 
communities to understand types of property, ownership and any associated barriers or 
criteria; and 

 awareness raising campaign with communities, elected members, Council and relevant 
partnerships officers to ensure awareness of CAT and Participation Requests 
processes linked to wider engagement and participation opportunities. 

 
Whilst it is recognised that, in most cases, digital approaches are effective, the diversity and 
complexity of community organisations means that the overall approach needs to be 
flexible enough to support communities in a range of ways. 

   
6. Focus on Positive Outcomes 
 

In line with Scottish Government guidance the Council requires to publish information on 
the number of organisations supported through the official CAT and participation request 
processes, the outcome of any requests and support any support provided to organisations 
to realise their aspirations.  To date the focus for reporting and measurement has been 
around number of group’s achieving or working towards CAT or Participation Requests. 
Given the complex nature of taking community groups through the CAT process which can 
be lengthy and the numbers of full transfers therefore low. What often starts as a CAT 
enquiry may result in a number of positive and empowering alternative solutions can 
emerge including:- 

 

 partnership agreements with council services, ALEO’s or CPP agencies;  

 agreed outcomes through a participation request;  

 long or short term leases;   

 business development support;  

 capacity building support to an organisation; and 

 increased involvement in a decision making or service planning process. 
 

It is therefore proposed that a broader approach to reporting on CAT requests is adopted 
reflecting the Councils commitment to supporting positive empowering outcomes for 
community groups and organisations tailored to their aims, aspirations and capacity.  The 
Council has already allocated an officer as the initial contact for CAT and developed a pre-
application process to ensure that any community organisation expressing an interest in 
submitting a ‘request’ understand the process and what is required of them. At this point in 
the process, engagement and support to community groups can be resource intensive. An 
example of one of the more complex cases where the pre-application process has been 
completed is included as Appendix 2 for the information of CMT. 
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